
Engie Energía Perú (EEP) posted 4Q20 EBITDA of USD 54mn (+63%
y/y), slightly above our estimate (USD 52mn, +5%). The y/y EBITDA
increase owes to a favorable base of comparison due to the USD 26mn
write-off of coal-fired Ilo21 in 4Q19; without that effect, EBITDA would
have been down -8% y/y mainly due to lower sales volumes. Quarterly
revenues came at USD 126mn (-6.2% y/y), in line with our USD 125mn
est. The y/y drop in revenues was mainly explained by weaker PPA
demand. Client demand was +13% q/q but still -10% y/y due to Covid-19
headwinds. In particular, free segment client demand remained relatively
lackluster (Dec-20 avg. consumption of 551MW, -97MW vs Dec-19). On
the positive side, we saw lower-than-anticipated fuel expenses (USD
41mn; -8% vs est) and EEP was much less reliant on the spot market than
in previous quarters (net purchases of 70GWh vs 341GWh in 4Q19). Net
income of USD 21mn came above our USD 19mn est., a big improvement
on the USD 9mn seen in 4Q19 due to the impairment of Ilo21. Finally,
Dec-20 ND/EBITDA decreased to 1.7x (from 2.2x Sep-20).

Going forward, we think investors will continue to monitor for a recovery
in power demand, especially in the free client segment. We continue to
like EEP’s solid balance sheet, which leaves it well positioned to move
ahead with its renewables project pipeline (Punta Lomitas, Wind 260MW;
and Hanaqpampa, solar 300MW) once commercial conditions allow. We
have a Hold rating on Engie Energía Perú shares.

Positives. i) Lower-than-anticipated fuel expenses. ii) Lower reliance on
merchant market to supply PPAs.

Negatives. i) Free segment client demand remains relatively challenged.
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Engie Peru Y/Y A/E
(USD mn) (%) (%)
Revenues 126 135 125 -6.2% 1.1% P/E 12.7x 9.8x
EBITDA 54 33 52 63.1% 4.8% EV/EBITDA 6.8x 5.8x
Net Income 21 9 19 127.6% 10.3% P/BV 1.1x 1.0x

Div. Yield 8.9% 4.8%
EBITDA Mg. 43.0% 24.7% 41.4%
Net Mg. 16.8% 6.9% 15.4%
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Stock Data

Ticker engiec1 pe

Price (PEN) 7.44

Target (PEN) 7.58

Total Return 2%
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B. Ownership and Material Conflicts of Interest
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F. Rating System

Stock ratings are based on the analyst’s expectation of the stock’s total return during the twelve to eighteen months
following assignment of the rating. This view is based on the target price, set as described below, and on the analyst’s
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G. Distribution of Rating
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Unless otherwise stated in the text of this report, target prices in this report are based on either a discounted cash flow
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H. Price Chart

Engie Energía Perú

Source: Bloomberg and Credicorp Capital

Credicorp Capital ratings: B = Buy, H = Hold, U = Underperform, U.R. = Under Review
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II.ADDITIONAL DISCLOSURES

This product is not for retail clients or private individuals.
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Credicorp Capital.

The investments referred to in this publication may not be suitable for all recipients. Recipients are urged to base their
investment decisions upon their own appropriate investigations that they deem necessary. Any loss or other consequence
arising from the use of the material contained in this publication shall be the sole and exclusive responsibility of the
investor and Credicorp Capital accepts no liability for any such loss or consequence. In the event of any doubt about any
investment, recipients should contact their own investment, legal and/or tax advisers to seek advice regarding the
appropriateness of investing. Some of the investments mentioned in this publication may not be readily liquid
investments. Of Consequently it may be difficult to sell or realize such investments. The past is not necessarily a guide to
future performance an investment. The value of investments and the income derived from them may fall as well as rise
and investors may not get back the amount invested. Some investments discussed in this publication may have a high
level of volatility. High volatility investments may experience sudden and large falls in their value which may cause losses.
International investing includes risks related to political and economic uncertainties of foreign countries, as well as currency
risk.

To the extent permitted by applicable law, no liability whatsoever is accepted for any direct or consequential loss,
damages, costs or prejudices whatsoever arising from the use of this publication or its contents.
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Country and region disclosures
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